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Event Report
As a part of PSDA of election Law we had to organize a awareness program inorder to aware the
people living in slum areas the value of “Voting”. How every vote counts and it matters and how
they must not be influenced by all the fake propagandas and vote according to them. We went in
the slums near Karkarduma court . Most of the residents over there were either vegetable
vendors, rickshaw drivers etc. We tried interacting with them by asking them certain questions.

Questions and Replies.
Q1. Are you enrolled as a voter? Ans.
Yes and some said No.
Q2. Do you know the nearest polling booth for casting your vote? Ans. Yes.
Q3. Have you ever deliberately missed going for vote?
Q4.Do you know that no one can influence you or bribe you to give vote in favour of their party?
Q5. What is the basis of casting your vote to a candidate? Ans:
Development , job and women safety.
Q6. Do you know about what is “Manifesto” ? Ans:
No, I do not know about it.
Q7. Do you know about the voting process? Ans.
Yes, I’ve been voting from past years.
Q8. Are you well aware of the party symbols? Ans:
Yes , I am.
Q9. Do you know about NOTA?
Q10. How many officers are there at polling station?
Q11. Do you know about the service that disabled people are entiltled to get inorder to go and
caste their vote?
Q12. Do you know on what grounds can the candidate be disqualified? Q13. Why
should you vote?

Outcome of the visit:
We were able to convince them and tell them that like every vote counts, theirs too. If you want
to make a change, you should cast your vote. Voting affects access to education, basic income,
healthcare and childcare, tax policies, roads and transport facilities and other amenities. Make
your voice heard and express your opinion through your vote. Not only does it give you the
power to elect the right representative but it also helps you become a crucial part of the decisionmaking process affecting your regular life. When you vote, you get a platform to express your
opinion on the issues you are concerned about.
One of the significant processes to determine the smooth functioning of a city, voting is a privilege
and fundamental right that every citizen should exercise, irrespective of age, knowledge, or
experience. From healthcare to food, educational policies to jobs, from highways to taxes, elected
representatives take crucial decisions on these vital issues that affect our lives. Hence, voting
becomes instrumental in the development of a nation.
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